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Access Free 1 Book Horsemen Four The Pestilence
As recognized, adventure as without diﬃculty as experience just about lesson, amusement, as well as contract can be gotten by just checking out a ebook 1 Book Horsemen Four The Pestilence in
addition to it is not directly done, you could agree to even more concerning this life, with reference to the world.
We present you this proper as with ease as easy mannerism to get those all. We meet the expense of 1 Book Horsemen Four The Pestilence and numerous books collections from ﬁctions to scientiﬁc
research in any way. in the course of them is this 1 Book Horsemen Four The Pestilence that can be your partner.

KEY=THE - ANGELIQUE GILL
PESTILENCE (THE FOUR HORSEMEN BOOK #1)
Fans of Sarah J. Maas will love this story about when one of the four horseman comes to spread the plague, a young woman risks her life to save her town from him, only to fall in love with him.

PESTILENCE
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform They came to earth-Pestilence, War, Famine, Death-four horsemen riding their screaming steeds, racing to the corners of the world. Four horsemen with the
power to destroy all of humanity. They came to earth, and they came to end us all. When Pestilence comes for Sara Burn's town, one thing is certain: everyone she knows and loves is marked for death.
Unless, of course, the angelic-looking horseman is stopped, which is exactly what Sara has in mind when she shoots the unholy beast oﬀ his steed. Too bad no one told her Pestilence can't be killed. Now
the horseman, very much alive and very pissed oﬀ, has taken her prisoner, and he's eager to make her suﬀer. Only, the longer she's with him, the more uncertain she is about his true feelings towards her
... and hers towards him. And now, well, Sara might still be able to save the world, but in order to do so, she'll have to sacriﬁce her heart in the process.

FAMINE (THE FOUR HORSEMEN BOOK 3)
The third horseman must choose between the young woman who once saved his life and his loyalty towards his last immortal brother.

WAR (THE FOUR HORSEMAN BOOK 2)
As the second horsemen brings war and destruction, he meets a young woman who he believes is destined to be his wife, but unfortunately for him she does everything she can to sabotage his plans.

THE FOUR HORSEMEN
riverrun The Four Horsemen - War, Pestilence, Famine and Death - ﬁrst appeared in the Book of Revelations a thousand years ago, but they continue to track us in our own time. This original and inspiring
study by celebrated historian Emily Mayhew traces the advances in science, technology and humanitarianism that are enabling us to take them on, one by one. 'The beauty of The Four Horsemen is how
she takes her quaking readers to the edge of the abyss . . . I was left moved and uplifted . . . [A] ﬁrst-class example of popular science' The Times '[A] thoughtful and ultimately uplifting analysis of the
unsung heroes of our age' Independent It begins in Mosul, our oldest surviving city, and the extraordinary coalition created in a matter of days to save its people from the worst horrors of the liberation
battle against ISIS. As the city and the humanitarian operation that helped it to survive are restructured for a new age, Mayhew shows other people whose work gives us hope for the future, from the
search to ﬁnd new ways to discover and use antimicrobial medicines and the innovations in preventing the spread of deadly viruses; the laboratory work being taken to protect crops from disease and
reduce famine, and why the potato, not the banana is the future; to the unique courage and resolution of those dedicated to securing the rights of the dead and their families. Standing in the way of the
Horsemen is what Emily Mayhew calls, 'the most extraordinary alliance ever to come together in defence of our humanity.' These are the doctors, scientists, statisticians, engineers, peace negotiators,
pharmacists, historians, forensic scientists, vaccinators and volunteers who are creating solutions to life and death problems which threaten us all. They are the new heroes of our age and this book is
about them.
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REVELATION
Canongate Books The ﬁnal book of the Bible, Revelation prophesies the ultimate judgement of mankind in a series of allegorical visions, grisly images and numerological predictions. According to these,
empires will fall, the "Beast" will be destroyed and Christ will rule a new Jerusalem. With an introduction by Will Self.

FROM THE BRINK OF THE APOCALYPSE
CONFRONTING FAMINE, WAR, PLAGUE AND DEATH IN THE LATER MIDDLE AGES
Routledge Praise for the ﬁrst edition: "Aberth wears his very considerable and up-to-date scholarship lightly and his study of a series of complex and somber calamites is made remarkably vivid." -- Barrie
Dobson, Honorary Professor of History, University of York The later Middle Ages was a period of unparalleled chaos and misery -in the form of war, famine, plague, and death. At times it must have seemed
like the end of the world was truly at hand. And yet, as John Aberth reveals in this lively work, late medieval Europeans' cultural assumptions uniquely equipped them to face up postively to the huge
problems that they faced. Relying on rich literary, historical and material sources, the book brings this period and its beliefs and attitudes vividly to life. Taking his themes from the Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse, John Aberth describes how the lives of ordinary people were transformed by a series of crises, including the Great Famine, the Black Death and the Hundred Years War. Yet he also shows how
prayers, chronicles, poetry, and especially commemorative art reveal an optimistic people, whose belief in the apocalypse somehow gave them the ability to transcend the woes they faced on this earth.
This second edition is brought fully up to date with recent scholarship, and the scope of the book is broadened to include many more examples from mainland Europe. The new edition features fully revised
sections on famine, war, and plague, as well as a new epitaph. The book draws some bold new conclusions and raises important questions, which will be fascinating reading for all students and general
readers with an interest in medieval history.

THE FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE APOCALYPSE
Dutton Adult Partly set in Argentina, partly in France this anti-German story describes the horrors of WW I as the background for a tragic story of illicit love.

TAMING THE FOUR HORSEMEN
Unbound Publishing A powerful polemic on the major threats facing the world today and how they can be overcome. Our world is facing catastrophes of many kinds, from the climate crisis to global
outbreaks of deadly diseases. But could we look back at the collapse of previous civilisations to see what lessons might be learned? The explorer and campaigner Robin Hanbury-Tenison believes we
urgently need to tackle the four harbingers of catastrophe: The White Horse of Pestilence and Pandemics – many remote tribal societies have lives that are healthier than ours – what can we learn from
them? The Red Horse of War – can we avoid conﬂict through promoting prosperity and renewable energy for all? The Black Horse of Famine – is now the time to use technology we’ve had since World War
II to inﬂuence the weather? The Pale Horse of Death – will geoengineering help to undo the appalling pollution we are inﬂicting on the planet, especially the oceans? The lessons of Taming The Four
Horsesmen are clear: if we humans are to survive we need to make transformative changes now.

DARK HARMONY
Independently Published There are worse things than death. Things that lurk in the shadows and slip into your dreams. Things that have no business existing. Things that once slept ... but have now
awoken.For Callypso Lillis, the fae magic that now runs through her veins is equal parts curse and good fortune. For the very thing that bonds her to Desmond Flynn, the King of the Night, also makes her
vulnerable to the Thief of Souls, a man who wants to break the world ... and Callie along with it. But it's not just the Thief whose shadow looms over the Otherworld. Des's father is back from the dead, and
he wants revenge on the son who sent him to the grave in the ﬁrst place. Des and Callie must ﬁgure out how to stop both men, and time is running out. Because there are forces at play working to tear the
lovers apart once and for all ... and unfortunately for them, death is no longer the worst thing to fear.

GOD IS NOT GREAT
HOW RELIGION POISONS EVERYTHING
McClelland & Stewart Christopher Hitchens, described in the London Observer as “one of the most proliﬁc, as well as brilliant, journalists of our time” takes on his biggest subject yet–the increasingly
dangerous role of religion in the world. In the tradition of Bertrand Russell’s Why I Am Not a Christian and Sam Harris’s recent bestseller, The End Of Faith, Christopher Hitchens makes the ultimate case
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against religion. With a close and erudite reading of the major religious texts, he documents the ways in which religion is a man-made wish, a cause of dangerous sexual repression, and a distortion of our
origins in the cosmos. With eloquent clarity, Hitchens frames the argument for a more secular life based on science and reason, in which hell is replaced by the Hubble Telescope’s awesome view of the
universe, and Moses and the burning bush give way to the beauty and symmetry of the double helix.

BONDED FATE
RHAPSODIC (THE BARGAINERS BOOK 1)
A siren is reunited with her former ﬂame-the Fae King-as they try and save his kingdom from an evil force who has also been keeping them from their happy ending

HUNGER
Houghton Miﬄin Harcourt Jackie Morse Kesslers Riders of the Apocalypse series follows teens who are transformed into the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse.In Hunger, Lisabeth Lewis has a black steed, a
set of scales, and a new job: shes been appointed Famine. How will an anorexic seventeen-year-old girl from the suburbs fare as one of the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse? Traveling the world on her
steed gives Lisa freedom from her troubles at homeher constant battle with hunger, and her struggle to hide it from the people who care about her. But being Famine forces her to go places where hunger
is a painful part of everyday life, and to face the horrifying eﬀects of her phenomenal power. Can Lisa ﬁnd a way to harness that powerand the courage to ﬁght her own inner demons? A wildly original
approach to the issue of eating disorders, Hunger is about the struggle to ﬁnd balance in a world of extremes, and uses fantastic tropes to explore a diﬃcult topic that touches the lives of many teens.

THE QUEEN OF ALL THAT DIES (THE FALLEN WORLD BOOK 1)
In the future, the world is at war. For the last decade, King Lazuli of the Eastern Empire has systematically taken over the world. No one knows much about him other than a series of impossible facts: he
cannot die, he has not aged since the conﬂict began, and he wants to rule the world. All Serenity Freeman has known is bloodshed. War has taken away her mother, her home, her safety. As the future
emissary of the Western United Nations, the last autonomous region of the globe, she is responsible for forging alliances where she can. Surrender is on the horizon. The king can taste it; Serenity feels it
deep within her bones. There is no other option. Now the two must come face to face. For Serenity, that means confronting the man who's taken everything from her. For the king, it means meeting the
one woman he can't conquer. But when they meet, something happens. Cruelty ﬁnds redemption. Only in war, everything comes with a price. Especially love.

THE FALLEN WORLD: THE COMPLETE SERIES
Fallen World The complete three book bundle of The Fallen World trilogy.***This is not an additional novel to the series; this is an omnibus of it.***In the future, the world is at war. For the last decade, King
Lazuli of the Eastern Empire has systematically taken over the world. No one knows much about him other than a series of impossible facts: he cannot die, he has not aged since the conﬂict began, and he
wants to rule the world. All Serenity Freeman has known is bloodshed. War has taken away her mother, her home, her safety. As the future emissary of the Western United Nations, the last autonomous
region of the globe, she is responsible for forging alliances where she can. Surrender is on the horizon. The king can taste it; Serenity feels it deep within her bones. There is no other option. Now the two
must come face to face. For Serenity, that means confronting the man who's taken everything from her. For the king, it means meeting the one woman he can't conquer. But when they meet, something
happens. Cruelty ﬁnds redemption. Only in war, everything comes with a price. Especially love.

THE FOUR HORSEMEN
A BOX SET
Totally Entwined Group (USA+CAD) FROM BEST-SELLING AUTHOR OF GAY ROMANCE T.A. CHASE LOVE IS LOVE. We are not supposed to question it, judge it, or even ﬁght it. I cannot stress enough here
that if you love the paranormal hot men on horses—or whatever those creatures were—and a love story that conquers all, read this book! ~ Queercentric Books If you keep your eyes and your heart open,
there is much you can learn from Ms. Chase, all while following a great adventure wrapped in a profoundly moving vision of love. If I could give this series more than ﬁve stars, I would. ~ Sinfully Gay
Romance Reviews The Four Horsemen &– the complete box set 1 &– Pestilence For Pestilence, the White Horseman, love becomes the most powerful cure. 2 &– War Fighting the battle in his own heart,
War must ﬁnd peace before he can ﬁnd love. 3 &– Famine Saving a dying man might be just what Famine, the Black Horseman, needs to feed his starving heart. 4 &– Death Death, the Pale Rider and the
most feared member of the Four Horsemen, has been searching through the centuries for a soul to save him from his solitary life. 5 &– Peace When falling in love means risking everything, an angel must
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decide if losing his heart is worth it. The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse—Pestilence, War, Famine, and Death—creatures of myth and legend, yet were all human once. Each one dying an untimely
death, and ﬁnding themselves reborn as one of the beings charged with keeping the world in balance. They've existed for centuries, doing their jobs in solitude and loneliness, staying away from the
mortals they are trying to protect. When fate brings an opportunity to be free of their curse, will the Horsemen be strong enough to grab their chance or will they stay trapped in the prison of their own
making?

THE FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE APOCALYPSE
RELIGION, WAR, FAMINE AND DEATH IN REFORMATION EUROPE
Cambridge University Press Religion, war , famine, and death in Reformation Europe.

THE FOUR HORSEMEN
PESTILENCE
Pride For Pestilence, the White Horseman, love becomes the most powerful cure. Having lost his wife and child during the Black Death, Pestilence accepts the fate destiny has given him as one of the Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse. For centuries, Pestilence did his job, spreading plagues and disease around the world. He does it to keep the balance between good and evil, yet he hates every minute of it.
He longs to be left alone, but suddenly fate seems to have a diﬀerent plan for him. When Bart Winston stumbles into an Amazon clearing, he's terribly ill and sure he's going to die. A tall white-haired man
with unusual black eyes catches him in his arms and Bart's life takes a turn into the unbelievable. Blaming the whole situation on his illness might have worked, but as he gets better and learns about the
strange man who heals him, Bart must accept there are more things in the world than he ever guessed. Pestilence and Bart heal each other, and begin to wonder if there can be a future for the White
Horseman and the mortal he's fallen in love with.

THE THIRD HORSEMAN
CLIMATE CHANGE AND THE GREAT FAMINE OF THE 14TH CENTURY
Penguin The incredible true story of how a cycle of rain, cold, disease, and warfare created the worst famine in European history—years before the Black Death, from the author of Justinian's Flea and the
forthcoming Miracle Cure In May 1315, it started to rain. For the seven disastrous years that followed, Europeans would be visited by a series of curses unseen since the third book of Exodus: ﬂoods, ice,
failures of crops and cattle, and epidemics not just of disease, but of pike, sword, and spear. All told, six million lives—one-eighth of Europe’s total population—would be lost. With a category-defying
knowledge of science and history, William Rosen tells the stunning story of the oft-overlooked Great Famine with wit and drama and demonstrates what it all means for today’s discussions of climate
change.

DARK SHORES
Tor Teen High seas adventure, blackmail, and meddling gods meet in Dark Shores, a thrilling ﬁrst novel in a fast-paced new YA fantasy series by USA Today bestselling author Danielle L. Jensen. In a world
divided by meddlesome gods and treacherous oceans, only the Maarin possess the knowledge to cross the Endless Seas. But they have one mandate: East must never meet West. A SAILOR WITH A WILL
OF IRON Teriana is the second mate of the Quincense and heir to the Maarin Triumvirate. Her people are born of the seas and the keepers of its secrets, but when her closest friend is forced into an
unwanted betrothal, Teriana breaks her people’s mandate so her friend might escape—a choice with devastating consequences. A SOLDIER WITH A SECRET Marcus is the commander of the ThirtySeventh, the notorious legion that has led the Celendor Empire to conquer the entire East. The legion is his family, but even they don’t know the truth he’s been hiding since childhood. It’s a secret he’ll do
anything to protect, no matter how much it costs him – and the world. A DANGEROUS QUEST When an Empire senator discovers the existence of the Dark Shores, he captures Teriana’s crew and threatens
to reveal Marcus’s secret unless they sail in pursuit of conquest, forcing the two into an unlikely—and unwilling—alliance. They unite for the sake of their families, but both must decide how far they are
willing to go, and how much they are willing to sacriﬁce. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

ROGUE RIDER
Grand Central Publishing They're here. They ride. The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse. Born of a match between good and evil, four siblings stand between hell's minions and everything they want to
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destroy. They are the Lords of Deliverance, and they have the power to ward oﬀ Doomsday . . . or let it ride . . . Rogue Rider Jillian Cardiﬀ came to this remote mountain town to forget the demon attack
that almost killed her. Instead, she rescues-and falls for-a gorgeous stranger who has no memory of anything other than his name. Handsome, charming, and protective, Reseph seems like the kind of man
whom Jillian can trust. But with hints of a troubling history of his own, he's also the kind of man who can be very dangerous . . . Reseph may not know why he mysteriously appeared in Jillian's life, but he
knows he wants to stay. Yet when Jillian's neighbors are killed, and demon hunters arrive on the scene, Reseph fears that he's putting Jillian in danger. And once it's revealed that Reseph is also Pestilence,
the Horseman responsible for ravaging the world, he and Jillian must face the greatest challenge of all: Can they forget the horrors of a chilling past to save the future they both desire?

A DEEPER SICKNESS
JOURNAL OF AMERICA IN THE PANDEMIC YEAR
Beacon Press A harrowing chronicle by two leading historians, capturing in real time the events of a year marked by multiple devastations. When we look back at the year 2020, how can we describe what
really happened? In A Deeper Sickness, award-winning historians Margaret Peacock and Erik Peterson set out to preserve what they call the “focused confusion,” and to probe deeper into what they
consider the Four Pandemics that converged around the 12 astonishing months of 2020: • Disease • Disinformation • Poverty • Violence Drs. Peacock and Peterson use their interdisciplinary expertise to
extend their analysis beyond the viral science, and instead into the social, political, and historical dimensions of this crisis. They consulted with dozens of experts and witnesses from a wide range of
ﬁelds—from leading epidemiologists and health care workers to leaders of the Black Lives Matter movement, district attorneys, political scientists, philosophers, and more. Their journey revealed a sick
country that believed it was well, a violent nation that believed it was peaceful; one that mistook poverty for prosperity and accountability for rebellion. Organized into the journal-entries along with dozens
of archival images, A Deeper Sickness will help readers sift through the chaos and misinformation that characterized those frantic days. It is both an unﬂinching indictment of a nation that is still reeling
and a testament to the power of human resilience and collective memory. Readers can share their story and become a contributing author by visiting an interactive digital museum, where the authors
have preserved dozens of more stories and interviews. Visit Margaret Peacock and Erik L. Peterson’s digital museum at adhc.lib.ua.edu/pandemicbook/.

WHEN HE'S DARK
Cat shifter Bree Dwyer doesn't fear much. Ironically, what she fears most is the person who was put on the Earth just for her. Your true mate wasn't supposed to be cruel and twisted; wasn't supposed to
be someone who'd never love or want to claim you. The rumors that her true mate is dead bring her only relief. Bree's intent on moving forward with her life and building a future with someone else. Sadly,
the male she wants most is one she can never have--a hot-as-sin wolverine shifter who happens to be her boss ... and the cousin of her predestined mate.Aleksandr "Alex" Devereaux detests being
bullshitted, but he's been lying to himself for years--pretending he thinks of Bree as extended family; that he doesn't want her so bad he aches with it; that he can't feel himself weakening against her pull.
The night they spend together changes everything. He's done ﬁghting himself on what he wants. Someone isn't happy about that. Possibly the same 'someone' who's playing mind games with Bree, trying
to scare her. They're succeeding, because too many leads point to the possibility that the culprit could be the one person that she's determined to believe is dead.

PATHFINDER CAMPAIGN SETTING: BOOK OF THE DAMNED VOLUME 3
HORSEMEN OF THE APOCALYPSE
Paizo Pub Llc Devils may seek to corrupt your faith and mind, and demons certainly look to twist your body and destroy your home. But the ﬁends known as daemons seek something altogether more
fundamental from mortals - they seek life itself! Evil without the distraction of binding law or capricious chaos, they look to the world with hungry eyes for fresh souls to consume. Horseman of the
Apocalypse continues the Book of the Damned series by taking a detailed look at the daemons - ushers of catastrophe and harbingers of disaster. Personifying the worst ways a person can die, daemons
constitute the third arm of major ﬁendish races, hailing from the nightmare realm of Abaddon, where they are led by four legendary ﬁgures- the so-called Horsemen of the Apocalypse!

THICKER THAN BLOOD
CreateSpace A true friendship never dies. Leisel and Evelyn lost everything. Husbands. Families. Friends. Lives that made sense. All they had left was each other, and a friendship that could withstand
anything... Even an apocalypse. Until one fateful night, the marginal safety they'd come to rely on comes to a vicious and brutal end. With the help of Alex & Jami, both unlikely allies, Leisel and Evelyn are
able to escape their shattered sanctuary only to ﬁnd themselves face-to-face with a much altered, much crueler life where they have to ﬁnd the way-and the will-to stay alive in a world they no longer
recognize. Traveling across a broken and infection-ridden country; the road-weary group are pitted against endless violence, improbable circumstances, and the ultimate loss. Everything comes at a priceespecially safety, the cost of which could very well strip them of the one thing they've tried so hard to cling to: their humanity. Yet along with all the trials they're forced to endure, there's also hope in the
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form of love. Having loved Leisel from afar, Alex attempts to put the pieces of her fractured heart back together. But in such a savage world, is there room for love? In a place of nightmares-made-reality,
where the living should be feared far more than the dead, an unbreakable friendship and a love amongst all odds can mean the diﬀerence between life and death. There are friends... And then there are
Leisel and Evelyn.

THE STAND
Anchor A monumentally devastating plague leaves only a few survivors who, while experiencing dreams of a battle between good and evil, move toward an actual confrontation as they migrate to Boulder,
Colorado.

MINE IN HELL
A DARK REJECTED MATES ROMANCE
Now the world knows who I am. I'm the ﬁrst female alpha in history and every pack leader out there wants to claim me as their mate. Including the Stormﬁre alpha who sent my life into a spiral after
rejecting me. While he and the others ﬁght for the right to possess me, a new Demon Trial is created in honor of the Crescent Mother, and this time I'm the prize. Or so they all believe. I'll stop at nothing
to reclaim my freedom even if it means entering the trials myself, where the only way out is death and ruin. But I don't plan on dying. I plan on winning. I'm going to make each of the alphas pay for what
they did to me. 18+ Dark reverse harem romance full with a sassy and sarcastic heroine who ﬁnds her match.

THE VANISHING GIRL
Skyscape Ember Pierce, who can teleport anywhere in the world for only ten minutes per day, is kidnapped by the government and discovers that others with powers like hers are being used as weapons.

THE FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE APOCALYPSE
Titan Books (US, CA) An epic adventure that marks legendary artist Simon Bisley's triumphant return to interior comics work! The End of Days is here, and four lost souls must climb from the depths of Hell
itself to stand against the monstrous Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse - for the sake of humanity!

BLOOD OATH
Everything I know is a lie. I'm an ordinary mortal girl. Lord Irrik is a depraved dragon shifter. King Irdelron is an immortal tyrant. In the disease ridden land of Verald, life is mapped out much like the
established rings of our kingdom. Everyone has a role... Me? I'll be uselessly serving potato stew for the rest of my life because I can't make anything grow. But starvation brews rebellion. When the king
strikes, I'm captured by Lord Irrik. Instantly, I'm embroiled in a deadly game. One where I'm desperate to understand the rules. Because nothing makes sense anymore. Now, I'm not only ﬁghting for my
life . . . but a love that could be the key to my freedom. What if the truth means you're not who -- or what -- you thought you were?

COERCED
A DUBCON ANTHOLOGY
Abigail Davies If you can’t get what you want then take it with force. That’s the motto that these individuals live by. Captivated by the darkness inside them, they don’t take no for an answer. Their desire
is all encompassing. Their needs overwhelming. There’s a thin line between villain and hero but these master manipulators will stop at nothing to claim what is theirs. Coerced is an extremely limited
dubcon anthology of addictive stories from a collection of USA Today and bestselling authors.

SCENT OF MAGIC
Harlequin As the last Healer in the Fifteen Realms, Avry of Kazan is in a unique position: in the minds of friends and foes alike, she no longer exists. Despite her need to prevent the megalomaniacal King
Tohon from winning control of the Realms, Avry is also determined to ﬁnd her sister and repair their estrangement. And she must do it alone, as Kerrick, her partner and sole conﬁdant, returns to Alga to
summon his country into battle. Though she should be in hiding, Avry will do whatever she can to support Tohon's opponents. Including inﬁltrating a holy army, evading magic sniﬀers, teaching forest skills
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to soldiers and ﬁguring out how to stop Tohon's most horrible creations yet: an army of the walking dead—human and animal alike and nearly impossible to defeat. War is coming and Avry is alone. Unless
she ﬁgures out how to do the impossible…again.

A STRANGE HYMN (THE BARGAINERS BOOK 2)
A siren is reunited with her former ﬂame - a Fae King - as they try and save his kingdom from an evil force who has also been keeping them from their happy ending.

DARKLOVE
THE DARK INK CHRONICLES
Penguin Utterly destroyed, or lost forever? This is the question that plagues Riley Poe. After her vampire lover, Eli Dupre, was seemingly murdered by a fallen angel, she receives word that he's actually
trapped in an alternate dimension, where hell on earth is revealed and dark forces reign. Riley’s been there before, and it nearly ripped her to pieces. But her eﬀorts to ﬁnd Eli are thwarted by a new foe: a
powerful, unstoppable vampire is slaughtering humans. Riley knows how to handle a vamp, and with the WUP team by her side, she's determined to take down the rogue. But what she ﬁnds rocks her to
the core, as she discovers a startling connection between the slaughter and Eli, who might not be missing after all—and who might not be the same vampire she fell in love with.

WAR
Independently Published They came to earth-Pestilence, War, Famine, Death-four horsemen riding their screaming steeds, racing to the corners of the world. Four horsemen with the power to destroy all of
humanity. They came to earth, and they came to end us all. The day Jerusalem falls, Miriam Elmahdy knows her life is over. Houses are burning, the streets run red with blood, and a traitorous army is
massacring every last resident. There is no surviving this, especially not once Miriam catches the eye of War himself. But when the massive and terrifying horseman corners Miriam, he calls her his wife,
and instead of killing her, he takes her back to his camp. Now Miriam faces a terrifying future, one where she watches her world burn town by town, and the one man responsible for it all is her seemingly
indestructible "husband". But there's another side to him, one that's gentle and loving and dead set on winning her over, and she might not be strong enough to resist. However, if there's one thing Miriam
has learned, it's that love and war cannot coexist. And so she must make the ultimate choice: surrender to War and watch humankind fall, or sacriﬁce everything and stop him.

PESTILENCE
Aftershock Comics It's the late 14th Century, and a Great Pestilence--the "Black Death"-- is sweeping across Europe, killing over 100 million people. BUT, what if history as we know it was a lie? What if, in
reality, this was no straightforward plague, but the FIRST non-recorded Zombie Infestation of man? Ex-Crusader Roderick Helms and his fellow "black ops" agents the Church, Fiat Lux, must seek out the
cause of this undead outbreak and vanquish it before mankind ceases to exist! Written by the master of violence, gore, and mayhem, Frank Tieri (Marvel vs Capcom, Wolverine, Deadpool), with
spectacular art from Disney illustrator, Oleg Okunev, and covers by Eisner Award-nominated artist Tim Bradstreet (The Punisher, Hellblzer)!

ONCE UPON A K-PROM
Disney-Hyperion What would you do if the world's biggest K-pop star asked you to prom? Perfect for fans of Jenny Han and Sandhya Menon, this hilarious and heartfelt novel brings the glamour and drama
of the K-pop world straight to high school. Elena Soo has always felt overshadowed. Whether by her more successful older sisters, her more popular twin brother, or her more outgoing best friend,
everyone except Elena seems to know exactly who they are and what they want. But she is certain about one thing - she has no interest in going to prom. While the rest of the school is giddy over
corsages and dresses, Elena would rather spend her time working to save the local community center, the one place that's always made her feel like she belonged. So when international K-pop superstar
Robbie Choi shows up at her house to ask her to prom, Elena is more confused than ever. Because the one person who always accepted Elena as she is? Her childhood best friend, Robbie Choi. And the
one thing she maybe, possibly, secretly wants more than anything? For the two of them to keep the promise they made each other as kids: to go to prom together. But that was seven year ago, and with
this new K-pop persona, pink hair, and stylish clothes, Robbie is nothing like the sweet, goofy boy she remembers. The boy she shared all her secrets with. The boy she used to love. Besides, prom with a
guy who comes with hordes of screaming fans, online haters, and relentless paparazzi is the last thing Elena wants - even if she can't stop thinking about Robbie's smile...right?

THE DECAYING EMPIRE
Amazon Children's Publishing When eighteen-year-old teleporter Ember Pierce wakes up in a Los Angeles hospital, she remembers only the basics: she's been trained by the government as a spy, she's
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sent on dangerous missions, and her last assignment—the one that landed her in the hospital—was a setup. Caden Hawthorne has spent the past ten months of his life grieving Ember's death. So when
she shows up in his room like an apparition, he can't believe his eyes. But this Ember is diﬀerent. Her hair is longer, her skin is paler, her gaze is haunted. She tells him what he's already begun to suspect:
someone he trusted betrayed her. Now, uncertain who is friend and who is foe, Ember and Caden face the toughest mission of their lives—to stay together and survive, as they run from danger toward an
unknown future.

LOOKING FOR DEI
THE GODSEEKER DUET - BOOK ONE
Seeker Press Embark on a journey ﬁlled with magic, adventure, and a quest for the divine... Fifteen-year-old Nara Dall has never liked secrets. Yet it seems that her life is ﬁlled with them, from the ugly
scar on her back to the strange powers she possesses. Her adoptive father refuses to say anything about her origins and when Nara is invited to the town’s announcement ceremony, which tests youths for
magical gifts, he forbids her from revealing her powers. The poor village of Dimmitt has not announced a gifted youth for decades. But when Nara discovers that the town priest has been keeping secrets
of his own, she draws upon her hidden magic to correct the injustice. Her rash decision sets her on a path of danger, discovery, and a journey of faith. But will the truth she reveals set her people free? Or
unlock a curse that could spell their doom? Looking for Dei is a magical adventure through a rich, exciting land. Readers who enjoy unique magic systems, great world-building, diverse characters and fastpaced action will adore this stunning fantasy tale!
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